Fun Things to Keep You Busy

Cooking at Home During the Coronavirus from Bon Appetit [1]

City Walks Self-Guided Tours [2]

Peabody at Home [3]

17 Distractions You Could Use Right Now from theSkimm [4]

Lunch Doodles with Mo Willems [5] - Kennedy Center Education Artist-in-Residence hosts a live daily doodle lesson at 1pm

TED Connects: Community & Hope [6] - a free, live, daily conversation series featuring experts whose ideas can help us reflect and work through this uncertain time with a sense of responsibility, compassion, and wisdom.

A Weekend of Traveling You Can Do From Home [7]

Yale School of Music Live Concerts & Archives [8]


Harry Potter at Home [11] - new magical resources for educators, parents, and all of those that are kids at heart

Contribute to our “Yale's OISS Top Hits” playlist on Spotify [12]: Listen to the Playlist Now [13]

Open Yale Courses [14]

Yale Podcast Network [15]

Virtual Tours of U.S. National Parks [16]

Pantry Cooking with Alton Brow, host of Good Eats [17]

Ina Garten's Cooking Playlist [18]

Some Good News with John Krasinski [19]

Virtual Tour of Yale's Green Spaces [20]


Still Lives [22] - a series of photos captured by the NYTs during COVID-19
Social Media Challenges [23] - compiled by PWC Tomeka Frieson '21

Virtual International Festival of Arts & Ideas [24]

Access New Haven Free Public Library Online [25] or utilize their Curbside Pick-up Service [26]

Virtual Yale Campus Tours [27] - learn something new about Yale & the campus through these new amazing admission tours

5 Minutes That Will Make You Love Opera [28]

Learn a New Language [29]

Try New Recipes [30]
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